






Prominent French Publisher Ant
Bookseller Passed His Childhood
With Anatole France
Edouard Champion, lirominen
French publisher and bookseller
coming to Wellesley on December 1
He arrived in America early last fal
and ha? been lecturing in many of
the leading educational institutions
throughout the country. His subjects
are based almost entirely upon per-
sonal experiences and original docu-
ments never before made public.
i Between Anatole France and Hon-
excellent bookseller's clerk. And
France called Honore Champion "the
learned bookseller." To the Champion
children, Anatole France was always
a familiar figure, and as they grew up
tiiey wen admitted into his intellect-
ual intimacy, The bookseller. Edouard,
who passed his boyhood and wrote
Blips in the same shop in which little
Jacques Anatole passed his boyhood,
continued, after his father's death.
i GILBERT MURRAY WILL
READ AT WELLESLEY
Regius Professor Of Greek Is Noted
For Beautiful And Accurate
VISITED AMERICA IN 1907
subject ot" the lecture which Professor
Gilbert Murray. Regius Professor of
Greek at Oxford University, will give
at the College at 5:00 P.M. at Alum-
nae Hall on Friday, December 3rd.
Professor Murray is giving the Horton
by the Greek Department at Welles-
Professor Murray's translations of
the great Greek plays, which have us-
ually suffered at the hands of mediocre
writers of English, have been famous
for the beauty of the English as well





booklets, '•] es Amis
::. ..iili.n. nt which
le: "The
irras in making his study
sm asked young Champion
Sully-Prudhonime on the
> boy succeeded !irrlli;int-
ruddy visage an fair
' that the 1
felt. Monsieur Edouard rii.impi.ui has
no doubts, and is not afraid of anything.
He would brave the universe."
Edouard Champion fought in the
late war, beginning as a common sol-
dier and mounting to the grade of
second lieutenant. He married Julia
Mm: i :nr..
PHI SIGMA MASQUE IS BASED
ON QUAINT GERMAN FOLK TALE
The Emperor'
by Phi Sigma
the form of a dream brings in other
bits of folklore, Bertha Adklns plays
EXAMINATIONS FOR HIGH




Civil Service examinations w
The
Professor Murray, as a noted Greek
scholar, has translated the plays is
hich he has mastered this fielr
? will particularly interest Wei
i the afternoon of December 3.
It is an interesting fact that in ad-
dition to being a noted Greek scholar.
Sir Gilbert is the President of the
League of Nations Union in England.
PHI BETA KAPPA CELEBRATES
150th BIRTHDAY AT BANQUET
The great meeting of the United Chap-
ters on November 27th was most ap-
propriately held at the College of
William and Mary, in which institu-
tion the Society had its birth. This
gathering was composed of delegates
from all the Chapters throughout the
Society's progress toward the fulfil-
ment of its aim, the furtherance of
scholarship. The delegates from the
Wellesley Chapter to the function at
Williamsburg were President Pendle-
ton, from the active Chapter, and
Dorothy Bruce, of the Class of 1926,
representing the Alumnae.
purpose will be held this week in the
various colleges and universities, and
in the great city centres of the coun-
try. For its part in the general cele-
bration, the Wellesley Chapter will
hold a banquet on December 6th, in
Alumnae Hall, to which Invitations
Chapter to the Honor Students of all
the classes of the undergraduate body,
and to members of Phi Beta Kappa in
near-by institutions of learning. Miss
Pendleton will report the meeting of
the United Chapters; the speaker of
the evening will be Professor Wilbur






Junior; I like the free presses
and I think Adonais is cute. Write-
ups of college events are always the
Safihomorc: ray yes!—If I
have time. When I'm busy I skip





THE FAIRY QUEEN'S PALACE
SHOWN FOR HOSPITAL RENEFIT
1 foot, and
windows open on a central courtyard
Built in response to a little child'
desire "to see the Palace, the Fair;
thing
imagination of its creator, Major Sii
Nevile Wilkinson, that he spent all hit
eisure during a period of sixteen yean
in perfecting it. Specimens of tiny
craft embellish the Palace, which holds
the most complete and valuable col-
lection of tiny objects of art in exist-
a postage stamp hears the signature
of Queen Mary, who first opened the
Palace with a gold key in 1922. A
chess table in the "Morning Room" is
more than 100 years old. The small-
est rosary in the world, once the han-
dle of the private seal of the Duke of
Leinster, is in the oratory.
The Palace conies to Boston from
the Sesquicentennial exhibit where it
The admission is 75 cents for adults,
35 cents for children, and tickets may
be obtained at the two hospitals, 300
Longwood Avenue, Boston.
NOTICE
Bamswallows wishes to call atten-
tion to the fact that the contest for
spring informals will close at the he-
ginning of next semester. A prize of
twenty-five dollars has been offered
for the one-act play chosen by the
Drama Committee, consisting of Ellen
Bartlett, Margaret McCarty, Alice
Green (Chairman),, Harriet Parsons,
Miss Waite, and Miss Wood.
GREY BOOKS OF 1875
GIVE STRICT RULES
Chaperone Regulations Simple But
Severe, Quiet Hours Rigidly Ob-
served, Senior Privileges
HISTORY OF 7:30 RULE TRACED
resident," "Excepting the parents.
ive no visitors without presenting to
e President letters of approval from
e parents or guardians, and receiv-
g a note of permission", "Extraord-
ary circumstances excepted, they
ily." Early Grey Books make every
ge pledged in honor neither to buy
>r receive any confectionery or eat-
iles not provided by the college,
udents will contract no debts. The
use "l .liuVi
Quiet Hours Very Strict
rhat nothing, should interfer
nkfast. Lights we
esenting requests to the I
r absence from town. In
ause appeared, "AH seniors i
ith credit during the second i
any course requiring a fin;
ation will be excused from
understanding i
In 1922 appears r
iMitmiiobiles,—and
history of senior privileges
WELLESLEY TEAM PICKED FOR
DEBATE WITH YALE ON DEC. 6
The Debating Club has annou
Frances Furber '27 and Jean Trepp
'29 as the members of the Wellesley
team to meet Yale in the forthcoming
Wellesley-Yale debate on December 6.
The question, which we will support,
is to be: "Resolved that co-education,
should be adopted in all eastern col-
This is the first year that Wellesley
has had the Yale Debating Club on
its schedule. Since the decision of
the victory rests with audience vote it
is again requested that the audience
try to remain unprejudiced.
Tickets, ?.25 for non-members and
free for members, may be obtained at
the El Table all this week and will be
sold at the door. It is planned to hold
the debate in Billings Hail:
FALL PLAY DESCRIBED
AS "TRAGIC FANTASY"
:ly He Who Gets Slapped for its
play. Andreyev has drawn the
picture of a philosopher whom the
:
has never understood and who
seeks refuge from despair and dis-
illusionment by becoming a clown in a
when it was being produced in New
York, Stark Young says: "He Who
Gets Slapped is a bitter, lovely thing,
full of an intellectual passion in
which all beauty is exalted and the
perpetually mocked. Its pioetry is
glowing and bitter and cruel at bot-
tom; its pathos under the picturesque
poignancy is profound and elusive and
sinister; and the gaiety and bustle of
its action is an irony on the foolish
stir of our living above its hidden
depth and beauty, the life of the soul
Stark Young calls the play, "a tragic
the
author himself is reflected in the play.
Andreyev was an avowed sceptic and
pessimist, acutely conscious of the
chaos of the world and continually
seeking to know the why and where-
fore of everything. He accepted the
juvenating and regenerating force."
and during the Revolution in Russia
devoted himself wholeheartedly to
propaganda against the Bolsheviki.
During the last years of his life he
endured great physical and mental
suffering, which was accompanied by
a most tragic and despairing state of
nature alo ne brings me
>s( eniiilitiri im." he died
Finland w lere he was
said, from h s home, from
from his ar
ANNA CASE AND SALVI WILL
BE HEARD IN CONCERT DEC. 8
Miss Florence
Easton, who was to sing here on that
date, was obliged only last week to
politan Opera House informed her
that she was to sing in opera on De-
cember 8, and refused to release her.
This news necessitated an immediate
trip to New York, where Mr. Mac-
dougall was able, at considerably
more expense, to engage Anna Case
and Alberto Salvi for the concert.
Miss Case needs little introduction.
She is a much-sought artist, a rarely
beautiful woman with a really beauti-
ful voice. She unites a charming per-
sonality with a technique adequate
to the sternest demands. Alberto
Salvi has grown from a child playing
on a miniature harp In his father's
harp factory in Venice about twenty
pears ago to an artist ranking as the
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Page Col.
it walking trips i
allowed without registration. Until
1919 undergraduates were obliged tc
register for driving or automobiliug or
the campus and in the town of "Welles-
ley between the hours of 7:30 and 9:45
except that in case of illness or incle-
ment weather it was permissible tc
college building to another in a col-
lege vehicle. The 7:30 rule was sup-
ported by many other rules, such as
that forbidding attendance unchaper-
oned in any hotel outside of Wellesley.
after six o'clock, or at any public en-
tertainment after 6:15. Only in 1925
was the rule requiring meeting chap-
erones by 6:20 abolished.
Sunday Rules
The greatest changes have occurred
in Sunday regulations. In 1910 men
The
Chicago, Thursday
1927. at the banq
Presidents Assemblj
will be made
st of the Past
when the hymn
will first be sung. On the following
evening it will be sung in Chicago
a thousand trained voices aa
climax of the Singing Biennial of the
National Federation of Music CI
Governors* Wives Are Donor
The fund of ?1000, for the prize
award and expenses connected witl
the contest, is to be contributed by tb.
wives of the governors of the states
Colorado, Ohio, Ten
head the houor sub
the hymn was wriftei
Sundays, but they could be invited t(
chapel services. Undergraduates wert
not allowed to travel on Sunday in
trains or electric cars. Driving, boat-
ing, and automobiling were not al-
lowed. Hours for entertaining men
were from 5:30 to 9:45 in 1916,
the understanding that they mil
i<--[)il rh;i[iel service. In 1917 the
were stretched from 12:30 to 9:45, and
students were allowed to retui
Wellesley by automobile before
P. M., a note adding that this rub
personal liberty. The success,.
Grey Books tells an tiiteivstiim
What next?
<-M proposed by one. Colorado
ntains were the inspiration of the
n ; Ohio is the home of Mrs. Edgar
man Kelley, president of the
onal Federation of Music Clubs;
aessee, the place where official
>n was taken; and Illinois, the
e where the Federation began in
1893. and where also Miss Bates re-
ceived further inspiration for her joy-
power, and whose Pa<'ifif Trarr
probably the best descriptive piec
the book. Nearer than these me
the secret heart of the undergrad
C. C. Abbott, with his Devil and The
Don, a Poesque mystery story with ex-
cellent suspense, Oxford fireplaces, a
Satan himself.
If the boys run to Poe and Conrad,
the girls warm to the emancipated dar-
Nothing-Doing
ilism exempli-
Ruth Suckow and Thyra Samter
Winslow.
Poetry Shows Modern Influence
The poetry occupies a small place
the fifty pages given over to poetry,
see the undergraduate pref-
for Frost. Sandburg, Amy
Lowell, and Edna Millay. The epi-
/erse has made an unusually strong
impression on our undergraduates.
Such lines as
$500 PRIZE IS OFFERED FOR
SETTING FOR MISS BATES' POEM
The Past Presidents Assembly of the
National Federation of Music Clubs
has announced a prize of $500
"
'truly adequate setting' of Katharine
Lee Bates's America the Beautify!,
according to the Boston Transcript c
November 27. The Transcript coi
tinues to say that, "Apart from Samuel
A. Ward's setting for Matcrna wr
forty years ago, many attempts have
IMITATION IS STILL METHOD
OF UNDERGRADUATE'S WRITING
Young Pegasm is a collection of the
fifteen American colleges. The fol-
lowing criticism is based on that of
Wilhert Snow, professor of English at
Connecticut Wesleyan University, in
New Xhitlent. The distribution is
arkably uneven since Amherst con-
tributes one quatrain while Harvard
>olizes nearly one half of the
That love is blind
There is no joy ir




A read-headed flicker pressed the




titative production and has a headlong
energy, undisciplined as yet, and an
stonishing versatility. Another per-
armer for Harvard is Kendall Foss.
who has real Conradesque descriptive
givt- .Iwi. r Beavr
setting, and
iled circulation, none has sung its w
to universal favor or is believed
have the outstanding qualities that 1
long to a hymn for a great Nation
sing 'from sea to shining sea.' "
The following conditions of the co
test are published in the Transcrif
"1. The contest is open to eve
7. Contestants are limited to a
single unpublished setting, but at the
request of Miss Bates, revisions by
the composers of their published set-
tings will be considered.
8. The prize setting is to be with-
out any copyright restriction whatever
and may be freely printed and freely
performed.
deriv s plainly in. in Saixfbnri;
Omar, Longfellow, anc
longer figure in the un-
Inula; inns
Tennyson
To generalize, if one can make a gen-
eralization from a miscellaneous col-
students still learn to write by play-
ing the part of the "sedulous ape," and
that they still dream of a splendor far
away from the campus. But they are
nearer that campus than they were
ten years ago; they have more of a
saving sense of humor than their pre-
decessors; the things they strive for
distinctly more in favor; and there
moug them a stirring Eli/ain-than
ungs.
BONWIT TELLER 6,CQ
9/w &pca*l/y cS/,o/> of 'O,yjnation4




For Women and Misses
Thursday —
. December 9th
Friday ^ December 10th







Your gift problems will
solve themselves in our
WELLESLEY SHOP
H Ik<-M'hi..r
the RIGHT thing for the RIGHT
ing col-
For "Herself:
Shoulder flowers, 25c to $4
Handkerchiefs. 17c to $3
Leather or headed bags. $2 to
J16.50
Jewelry novelties, $1 to $10
Silk uiiderthiiig-i and i>vj:,m.is.
$1.65 to $39.50
Crest Brand stockings. $1.65
Glove Silk Vests $1.65
50 CENTRAL STREET
DR. P. E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATH
WABAN BLOCK Tel. Wei. 0300-W
Office Hours 2.30-5 Other Houi
Appointment.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq
Tel. Wei. 0566





for rent and sale.
Attractive and durable
Curtains, couch covers, etc.
I. GERBER






Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A.
Dentist
Taylor Block Welle.ley Squ«r.
Dr. Francis S. Keating
DENTIST










WHITE SATIN SLIPPERS DYED
TO MATCH YOUR GOWNS
Wilbara
455 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON
*6
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
AMERICAN GOES TO JAPAN BY I ART DEPARTMENT IS TO HAVE
VOTE OF JAPANESE STUDENTS TWO INTERESTING LECTURERS




ism reflects credit on those who
conceived the thought. However,
Japan changes the ideograph to i
thing less difficult of mastery.
ALL STUDENTS HAVE NOT YET
OUTGROWN CHILDISH PRANKS
publication of Northwestern Univer-
sity, in an editorial, says the shocked
reformers who think college students,
including co-eds. are bound for the
The Art Dep;in ment
ortress-Iike pile
liree-tongue tl ca]
MOSLEM ART AND ANTIQUITIES
OPEN A NEW FIELD OF STUDY
The New York Times gave an ac-
of Dr. Riefstahl for New York Unive
"A new and almost virgin field of a
fhaeology has been taken up by Ne







defends undergraduate morals againsl
attacks made particularly by Wilfric
O. Cross, former University of Illinois
sporadic," says the publication. Thee
curred recently in various colleges.
standing out)
Putting bags of fiou
nine ]><mii To l">
The following is quoted from a
insiastic report of this lecture by one
who heard Dr. Lowe at Smith College,
e few weeks ago . The lecture was "de-
lightful, charmingly whimsical in de-
spoke of Constantinople as "s
ving agency of Greek manu





ies oi the Middle Ages in Asia
Dr. Rudolf M. Riefstahl. Pro-
>f Fine Arts, returned recently
He was accompanied by E. D. Evei
hart, an architect, of North Carolina
and he was able to make complete sui
veys and obtain many intimate photc
graphs and drawings both of the es
corned most hospitably by
He found a changed and j
Turkey eager for modern si
educational opportunities.
spirit of the new Govern:
mosques and shrines once
the stranger were opened to
pleased.
uments he surveyed at Nigdeh. He
found the mosque of Aladdin con-
structed atop a castle hill. It was ex-
tremely picturesque and possesses, be-
sides an impressive simplicity, strange
Gothic features. In the same city an-
mosque of the thirteenth cen-
has these curious Gothic fea-
-featu "Mi. i
ir liin.-ijin- hi-lnri-. How iheso
features come there is a mystery. He
lie did not believe in tbeon/ine.
s possible they were
night to Turkey from the Holy Land
by captives.
lividuals and museums have for a
long time collected works of Moslem
itic study of this field has
mi neglected in the United
islem art has had a deep
i European art during the
Middle Ages in architecture, weaving,
1 leather work.
GOING TO EUROPE ?
Come On the WeUesley Tour
of University Travel
Students! Don't forget to stop
at the
ROYAL FRUIT STORE
We supply everything at the
lowest possible price.
ROYAL FRUIT STORE
We carry a full and complete stock of
TIRES BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES SOCONY GASOLINE
SOCONY, MOBIL, QUAKER STATE
and OAK MOTOR OILS
Our Service Includes
Battery Recharging and Repairing
Tire Repairing Car Washing
Expert Greasing and Alemiting
ROBERT G. SMITH
GARAGE




Here y.)ii 11 liml nidi, i.lnal girts
friends 1,11 and near tliffs 1 rom ;
of old world rind now. with not a f
a Paris side street overlooked!
Here's just a glimpse of things you'll find—the sort of
thing th. gilt seeker so often misses Hand bags from
Paris and \ noma. Dock], edge stationery and Christmas
cards Desk and bridge sets. Enamel and alabaster "heart
heat" clocks. Boudoir novelties: perfumes rare and differ-
ent. Handkerchiefs, gloves, shawls, shoulder flowers
traveling slippers in leather eases, smokers' accessories,
refreshment articles. And this is only a glimpse'
in short, an unusual xli'umnii





ellesley 0968 MRS. MARY B. HUGHES, Hoil
For your overnight and weekend guests.
By appointment—Breakfast Parties, Luncheons, Teas and
Dinner Parties






JAMES STONER PEACOCK SHOP
Announcing an 7 WEST 42nd
Exhibition of New and Exclusive















lite of some difi;i|>i" , i"nni-
in the student body when the report
that Wellesley was to become co-edu-
cational was not confirmed formally by
Miss Pendleton in chapel, the message
which Miss Pendleton did announce to
the students Is receiving approbation
ination after four years of college




rhi<> of lirj; The
lent one with only one important Haw
—that it should be initiated with the
class of 192S. General examinations
should begin with 1929 or even 1930.
The classes of 1929 and 1930 think that
there is something essentially wrong
with this new plan of a general exam-
ination, and are only waiting to put
their finger on the serious if elusive
flaw before complaining formally to
The very fact that no general exam-
ination has ever been required before
at Wellesley gives the plan a certain
terror. One hears from one scandal-
monger that Miss X of the History De-
partment says that no facts, are neces-
sary for the examination, only good,
broad ideas; while it is equally em-
phatically reported that Miss Y of the
Zooology Department has declared
that every member taking the general
examination will have to account for
such details as the absence of sciatic
nerves in the amoeba. The uncertain
character of this new plan forms vague
terror in all hearts but the staunch
hearts of the class of 1927, the class
feeling unanimously that nothing would
be more advantageous and even simple
than this new and delightful plan of
the academic council.
;s of 192S and 1929 feel that
examination will show no
:s separation of the sheep




souls who check their report cards by
tearing up their illegible notes have a
dark future. All suggestions from the
class of 1927 pointing out the fact that
a warm sense of humanity persists
even in the august body of the faculty
are received coldly by the classes of
1928, 1929, and 1930.
AWARDING DEGREES OF HONOR
The NEWS is impelled by the re-
membrance of past contributions to
criticize the statement of policy recent-
ly made by the Academic Council re-
garding intellectual dishonesty in
papers and examinations. Our first
thought on reading it was one of re-
gret that existing conditions make
necessary such a statement; but as
we pondered on it vague phrases rose
in our mind: "there are no degrees of
honor. . . . cheating ou roll-calls
just as reprehensible as cheating
final examinations. *' Such remarks
represent thoughtful student opinion,
called into being by observation of the
state of affairs in Wellesley which al-
lows various degrees of dishonesty.
Does this new policy of the Academ-
ic Council recognize degrees of dis-
honesty—a theory which most of the
student body deplore as out of keeping
with our standards'.' Aeennling
pulicy win-re ;i severe academic b:
of honor is punished drastically, and
a "less severe" misdemeanor receives
a smaller penalty (a shorter sentence
for cheating on a shorter paper),—
cheating in such a trivial matter as a
roll-call would slip by with impunity
and even pass as a reputable proced-
ure in comparison with graver offenses
Another unfortunate connot
came to our minds from the pi
about "proven collusion or illegitimate
use of authorities." It is difficult
imagine the members of the Academic
Council issuing a challenge tc
paths of least resistance as they car
without being found out. Of course we
are not pretending to believe that this
is the purpose of the statement; how-
ever we are skeptical of its results
upon the susceptible students.
We fall
are no degrees in an honor system
Either we must trust each other abso-
lutely, and adopt a higher moral stan-
dard, ostracizing those who fall short;
or we must drop entirely the men
pretense of an honor system. Which
alternative di) we fear more?
LIGHTS OR LIVES
On these winter afternoons when It
practically as dark at five o'clock
it is at nine, the problem of bicycle
fling becomes an especially u
ie. Urged off the sidewalks and also
' the streets, the poor bicycle rider;
em to find no place on the thorough
the
ject of the difficulties of the mo
and of the bicyclist—a difficulty which
resulted in a fatally serious ace
several years ago, would make
bicycle rider a little more careful
about lights. Hurrying to the village
from gym is the time, and Central
Street the place to exercise especial
caution. The Wellesley Townsma
gives the point of view of the towns
people in the matter in a recen
editorial the concluding sentence of
which says: "It is very important
our young people, including the
lege girls, either keep their bicycles
off the streets pr provide lights that
are visible to the drivers of aut
biles."
The NEWS takes pleasure i
ouncing the election of Elinor
riman '30 to the Editorial Board
FREE PRESS COLUMN
WHY -NOT 9:45?
T" Tli.- WrVr.il, -y C .!!•/> Xrirx:
arlil>
present-day attitude of students
regard to rules—a destructive attit
which lias lately been very market
Wellesley. In spite of this fact, h
ever, there is one rule which I
convinced should be changed, the
forbidding us to go outside of Welles-
ley after 7:30 unchaperoned. It is ol
viously stupid that we must ric
out for an evening's drive. The rule
is more than stupid; it is inadequate,
for everyone, even College Govern-
ment officials, has broken it. Of
course, the breaking of a regulation
is not a reason for abolishing 11
the fact that the violation of the 7:30
rule is so generally accepted she
that it is most unsatisfactory. And i
I ask: Why may we not be allowed
be outside of Wellesley until 9:45?
The main objection to this change
rule seems to be that it will allow
to be in Boston in the evening without
a chaperon. But this objection be-
comes negligible when one considers
that It is necessary to take the 8:20
train from town in order to be i
dormitory at 9:45, and there is really
lint- differ. -ne.- between that an
THE WORLD EN ROUTE
To The Wellesley College News:
We are all en route to salvation
Silver Bay and Wisconsin. Let 1
who goes understand. There is "n
inspiration," "new fellowship," "n
zeal," "new soul's growth," afforded
en masse. There is the thrill of kne
ing that 2.999 other hearts are being
uplifted with ours. It is the esc;
from silences,—and veracities (?) 3,
strong, we accost Peter at the gate,
the immigrant at Ellis Island. We
mount up on the wings of the morning
o think along international lines. How




. valiant souls who have "fought
s good fight." 3,000 strong, Pacifi:
is the day. Before the march
APPROBATION
To The Wellesley College It
the college who
jvolves the
een by the utsider. and th
present be seen by people of the dis-
trict surrounding Wellesley. I feel
that the article exaggerates unneces-
sarily and that the writer has made
an unhappy selection of her adjectives
hut it shows at least that even under-
iblic opinion could he so
the obvious truth of this
lat the offenders—who are
Id feel at least decently
ten grown people are seen
their thoughtlessness.
1928.
WELLESLEY SAFE FOR REFORM
To The Wellesley College Neios;
are righteously indignant and
ispiration for this, our outburst,
outrageous Free Press in last
indignant that guilty Wellesleyites
should drag us with them into th
same category of dishonor. For w
not deny that we are of Wellesley"
mankind" whose honor in this ai
arouse enough public opinion to make
impossible this "wide margin of grey"
which seems to permit violation of the
"7:30 rule and roll-call's in required
courses." Are there no brave souls
who would champion us in our lonely
campaign and wax violent enough to
make our dishonest fellow-students
fear for their lives and to make Wel-
lesley safe for those of us composing
the minority who go about with un-
troubled consciences and injured feel-
i11iJ;<3SK^
KNT BY ADON VIS
WHAT—A personally condt
of the world—a floating
for all good sea-dogs.
WHY—To cement the ties o
pensable to the welfare of the float-
Rule 1. Positively no smoking.
Rule 2. Positively no barking, em-
barking or disembarking after 10 P.M.
while the ship is on the high seas.
Rule 3. No puppies allowed.
UNIVERSITY MOTTO—"Don't write—
statistics from freshman six
weeks' marks has disclosed the
fact that nine out of every ten
flunks were due to the vicious ha-
bit of writing lengthy letters home
to the family.)
APPLICANTS must submit a signed
statement to the effect that they have
'"Seen America First."
MEMBERS—will please sign out un-
der O. Weapfir Adonais, H. M. S.
cent addition to the Music Department
faculty, comes to Wellesley directly
from a three years' stay in Paris,
where he studied at the Ecole Nor-
Boulanger is a sister of Lili Boulanger.
composer of Pie Jesu sung by the
choir at the Baccalaureate service last
June.
Mr. Hinners received his B. A. at
Harvard, where he majored in music.
From Harvard he went directly to
Paris, and spent his first year there
studying with Dupre" and with Ra-
baud, the director of the Conserva-
tory. He returned to Paris again after
three year at Amherst College, where
lie tanglil history of music.
OFFICIAL NOTICE
t seems desirable that each
uld be fully informed of
ing policy adopted by the A
of proved illegiti
II. In cases of proved collusion or
illegitimate use of authorities in small
pieces of work, the lightest penalty
REMINDER
Anyone riding a bicycle at nighl
WITHOUT A LIGHT
Forfeits bicycle, Pays $5.00 fOI
return.
Anyone riding- on sidewalks or or
one way streets in wrong direc-
tion incurs proper penalty
Jauey had a blue-slip,—
For Bible class it was;
A cold had Janey caught,
November twenty-third.
Jauey did attend the chapel
(Invited by the president)
In the door-way Janey stood,
One-half in. but three-fourths out!
"The Rivals"
Two rivals court Public Opinion —
The Heretics Board and the NEWS.
Infrequently one wins a favor.
Now and again they take action,
—
They tempt her with scandal, and wait.
But efforts don't draw forth responses,
If It were not for rare murmurs,—
Or curt little letters at most.
They both would ahandon the court-
And think that they loved but a ghost.
Perhaps she's just shy, but it's hard
This phantom that each of them woos.
Prehaps she's just shy, but it's hard
On the Heretic's Board and the NEWS.
Side by side there in the classroom
Sat three earnest little maidens.
By the open window sat they;
Through the window came the East
Wind.
(Whoojekala, laughing East Wind.)
In their ears they heard a murm'ring.
Heard the soothing of the murm'ring
Of the murm'ring of the teacher.
i'lien horror thought their cla
"Ah, the winsome little maidens, *
They are happy—see, they laugh there.
Laugh despite the murm'ring teacher.
So they too wrote notes, and laughing
Each to each, each to her neighbor
Laughed and laughed in imitation
Of their winsome laughing comrades.
Then the happy brown-eyed maidens
Laughed and laughed and laughed
'cause they knew




. series of G-E adver-
ts -mints showing what
electricity is doing in
let GEK-18.
Eight hours it took to prepare the day's food
—
although Hans and the hired help ate it in no time
at all.
When she came to her husband's house she smiled
at the great stove. "Holds a good fire," they said
little did they know what that meant. After she had
raked it, cleaned it, swept up after it—burnt her
arms upon it—slaved for it through many years, she
knew that more than coal had gone up in its flames.
Her strength had gone; her youth.
Electricity is a hardy servant to thousands of
American men and women. It drives motors, hauls
trains, and heats furnaces for industry. It cooks,
cleans, washes, irons, and lights the home. College
men and women, who in coming years use electricity
as the very fuel of life, saving the strength and the








Mon. and Tttes., Dec. 6 and
"Stella Dallas"
Wed. and Thurs.. Dec. S and 9
*The Quarterback'
Dec. 10 and 11
'Rolling Home*
FOR RENT—Cozy, attractive, well
heated, 5-roora ap^rtjnent; very pleas-
ing grounds, sun parlor, fireplace, 6
jminutes to Wellesley Square. Just
refinished throughout, available at
once. Tel. Porter 4189-W.
ANNE RYAN BEAUTY SHOPPE
Marcel Waving a Specialty Water Waving Hair Bobbing
Open Evenings until 8 o'clock






HOliLIS— Cradle Snatchers w
Blanche Ring.
WILBUR—This Woman Business w
O. P. Heggie, Genevieve Tobln. a
Edward Rigby.
PLYMOUTH—half That Off this we
Next week Helen Hayes in What
Every Woman Knows.
SHUBERT—Song of the Flame
Tessa Kosta.
COLONIAL—Don Juan with John
PRESS BOARD'S FASHION SHOW
DELIGHTS COLLEGE AUDIENCE
I KK\lii\ I Geste, K.in.iW
"LAFF THAT OFF"
We suppose it is all in the point o
view but, personally, we have neve:
enjoyed scenes of liquor imbibing un
til we saw Laff That Off which is
playing now at the Plymouth. There
are almost as many drinks as t
are laughs. You can imagine
The plot is one which is del
fully improbable and one that c
never happen in real life but of
type we dream about and class
fairy tales. A job-seeking orphan in
skirts, when adopted into a ba<
gang of three, is capable of causing
considerable commotion, not to
tion humorous situations. Although
suspense is not the prime factor ol
plot we agree with Mrs. ConnaUy,
superb landlady, that, "You u
could tell what might happen."
ntly i
high level and i
A commendable natunilm^s
and many of the peculiarities i
brothers' idiosyncrasies.- Miss
as Peggy Bryant made a charming
"sister" heroine but we felt that
ingenue, "Mopopus," overdid the
make (he rhange in the last ac
The whole, is, of course, a bit senti
mental but its irresistible humor tides
it over spots that might heroine maud
HHTKKKD ON THK KCItKK.M
The story of a woman, silly, c<
ion, distinguished only by her gr
lother love forms the theme of Stt
)allas, which will be in Wellesley
tills on December 6 and 7. Breaking
rom the convention of the maudlin
nd annoyingly sentimental mother
. many films, Stella
Dallas is unusual in the moving appeal
hich does not abandor
ntality. Belle Bennet
as Stella Dallas. Ronald Colman as
Stephen Dallas, for whom she soor
lost her obvious appeal, and Alice
Joyce as the real love of Stephen Dal
a good theme, a convincing plot,
excellent acting.
chard Dix, the great "he-man" of
plays the vigorous hero of
uarterhaok, which will come to
immunity Playhouse on Decem-
and 9. The Quarterback is an-
college film with the plot get-
ting each time. You wonder what
ey do at these co-educational univer-
ses and why you never thought of
ing to one instead of a college where
u have to work.
Douglas MacLean gets into difflcul-
,-hen he plays the hero of the comedy.
fold That Lion, which plays at Wel-
?sley Hills on this Friday and Satur-
ay nights. Hold That Lion is as up-
oarious comedy as the title suggests.
For the benefit of the play-goers
rho have to wait in the cold for their
ickets it is suggested that students
ring the right change for their tickets
styles in everything from sweater-suits
nd skating togs to evening gowns, all
explained and elaborated upon in de-
1 by Filene's own representative.
The evening began with an enter-
ning discourse on clothes as an
let, amusingly illustrated by stories
the girl from the West who comes
East to school accompanied by several
iiks full of clothes, none of which
ceed in bringing forth anything but
loying side-glances from tho welt-
dressed girls. The stumbling block,
ere warned, lies in the selection
The models were all college girls
with the exception of one yellow blonde
imported from Filene's Boston store.
The clothes were donated entirely by
Filene's. At the eleventh hour, as an
especial favor, professional make-up
was granted to the models, to enhance
the effect of their costumes. The clothes
exhibited were, on the whole, appro-
priate for college purposes, and also,
within the reach of the college pur3e.
A brilliant scarlet skatiug costume
shown would perhaps appear more
frequently at carnivals at the Chateau
Frontenac, than on Lake Waban. Sev-
eral male spectators at the show were
the appearance of the second model de-
bonairly attired in striking silk paja-
mas and dressing jacket.
Proceeds from the show were de-
voted to the Semi-Ceutenuial Fund.
that
WHOLESALE EDUCATION IS A
MENACE TO SCHOLARLINESS
The McGill Daily coi
fact I
college" in an editorial, and the same
week the Vassar Miscellany Carries an
article on the recommendations of the
American Association of University
Professors, for weeding out undesir-
able students at the end of the Sopho-
The Daily states the conditions;
"Everywhere and anywhere colleges
are dispensing quickly and painlessly
and seasoned to suit tl:
palates of the ignoraut undergrade
The Miscellany finds the professors
advocating that the Junior Class be
less than 50 per cent nor more
n 75 per cent of the entering
Freshman class. Students who are
inated, not because of a large
her of flunks but because of not
wing brilliance in any one field"
Id receive "Homu-abb- Dismissal"
certificates. This they feel would dis-
nirage those not markedly intel-
ctual from planning to take more
The Daily considers that: "If edu-
ition is to be saved from standard-
atlon and mediocrity the new army
students must he rigidly divided
Magi-i- ol' the students. Merely
raising the standards for admission
heights that would have seemed
pregnable two years ago does no.
Whatever conclusions may be
reached as to proper methods of curb-
is evil, there is no doubt that
sale education of the sort that
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
FEDERATION OF STUDENTS HAS
MADE CHAPEL INVESTIGATIONS





Kach child is given a thorough ex-
am^iiation and a complete record in-
cluding posture pictures is kept of each
child entered in the clinic. Rest is
and plates are recommended for
Right graduate students of the Hy
giede Department are assisting Mis
RafhboJie. The children are divide
into groups under these students s
that each child has personal super
vision while he or she is in the clinic
he ahle to help the children to do th
work, but a work which is
- beneficial to the community,
r twenty-seven children at-
le clinic regularly and this
ipul.snry chapel— Sunday, weekday.
both?' 'What do you deem to be
chief benefits of compulsory cha-
change in the religions interests of the
of 1900?' Approximately 315 re-
'Mit'.'inpJiiteU Hi tile ni-t ijiK-s-
For compulsory Sunday chapel,
136; against, 176; for compulsory
eekday chapel. 220; against, tin."
The second question elicited in gen-
al several reasons in support of com-
ilsory chapel from those who ap-
proved of it, the two most important
ing the religious and inspirational
lue of the service, and the contribu-
Uelhiiou Hceoiiiiuy Social Service
highly enlightening in view of the
he widespread charge that col-
STATISTICS REVEAL VARYING




class of 340 graduated witl
degree last June, 245 regis
of the number are studying. Of the
out positions. Of the IIS candidates
for positions registered with the Per-
sonnel Bureau 45 got positions by
their own efforts, 15 were placed by
the Bureau of Occupations, 17 state
that they received their positions
through agencies, 14 report that they
were helped by friends, and 16 were
told of positions by members of the
faculty.
The salaries paid range from ?SO0
to $1800. The majority receive be-
tween $800 and $1200. Next in num-
tween $1200 and $1600. Very few re-
ceive more than $1600.
WORK WITH CHILDREN WILL BE
TOPIC OF VOCATION LECTURE
the Personnel Bureau will be given
at the Paige Memorial Kindergarten
at 4:40. Tea will be served from 4:00
The program will be as follows:
Work with Children
Miss Alice M. Jordan




and members of the staff of the
Paige Memorial Kindergarten
Nursery Schools
Miss Abigail Adams Eliot
Rueglea Street Nursery School
declared in the i
"'
i that f
rs drew a less representative re-
ies. The replies showed a marked
ndency to conform to the existing
actice in the particular college,
ere being only four cases of revolt




less definite than that to the pr
dents, and accordingly elicited a v.
ty of reasons for and against
principle of compulsion. The valu<
ssembly for the sake of college ui
'as clearly appreciated. Others
trongly that the inattention and
espect which they considered (
omitants of compuls
o destroy the religious faith of the
verage undergraduate. The theory
fas also expressed that chapel still
emains the best way to begin the day.
Some Ministers Feel Hostility
"The twenty ministers who replied
ap.-l ;..inl,.ij
list of
variance as to whether there was a
noticeable difference in speaking be-
fore an audience compelled to attend,
and one whose attendance was volun-
tary. Of those who had formed an
opinion, ten realized no difference,
while six were conscious of a spirit
of hostility in the former group.
In opposing the system of coi
sion, the Reverend George Craig
art of Evanston, Illinois, declare*
;tepped to the service
} principal of Phillips
ious interests
il-i'i'V chape] appear in illustrate
South, which was the sole region to
>port both Sunday and weekday cba-
. New Englandi at the other ex-
me, opposed them both by narrower
rgins. The remaining regions were
general more strongly in favor of
compulsory weekday chapel than of
Sunday, the sentiment being implied
nirch service*
Following is
nriits conferred by compulsory
pel, as gleaned from the answer
ion two: affords religious in>
fosters idealism, 103; prom
college unity, 103; fixes the habi
rsbip, 4S; gives education in
ligion and places it on a par
.ulum work. 32; gives oppor
ity for official recognition of worship
of God essential in a Chi
lege, 1!); for administrate
; for miscellaneous ever
.tares, musical progran
te, 15.
The principal trends of l
forth in question three.
independent. i]in -lue ing a;
tient of creeds, 62; no i
WELLESLEY MOVIE IS SCORNED
FOR LACK OF MODERN STYLE
The Wellesley Movie has made a
trip to Texas only to meet with rebuff
because the Theatre Manager consid-
ered 1921 pictures unfiit for public con-
L. P. HOLLANDER CO.











A Full Stock—Popularly Priced
WELLESLEY SHOE STORE
WABAN LODGE
Large Pleasant Room, for Tran-
11 WABAN STREET





The Wellesley women who saw the
preliminary showing felt the usual
Wellesley thrill for all the pictures
and were going to make every effort
to show the reels privately before let-
ting them depart lor Minneapolis.
COLLEGE NOTES
Christine Tullock '27 gave a ureal
fast party at 2. A. last Sunday for ht
two sisters, Peggy and Eleanor.
Helen Steelier '27 gave a tea for h«
sister at Shakespeare on November 2'
Ruth Evelyn Campbell gave
bridge for Mrs. P. C. Maher on Noven
her 16 at T. Z. E.
uii'ei .McDowell '2S gave a tea in
nor of Mary Helen Peregine, 'ex-'28
November Is at Shakespeare So
1926. Mr. Charles
stark, father of Miss Marion Stark




To the Readers of
The New York Herald Tribune
at WELLESLEY
The SUNDAY
New York Herald Tribune
Is Now on sale at
6.45 A. M.
Herald Tribune readers at Wellesley will
be able to get their Sunday newspaper several
hours earlier than heretofore.
There is sure to be an increased
demand for copies of the Sunday
Herald Tribune as a result of this
earlier arrival. To be sure of getting *





Hiss \ | IM\ ! IK III III
Miss Virginia Litchfield, instructor
in the Art Department at Wellesley,
is exhibiting at the Farusworth Art
Museum varied and interesting
in the decorative arts. Miss 1
field, who is a Brookline girl, studied
at the^school of Fine Arts and Crafts
on Newbury Street, completing
•work there in 1923. The nest year
she was one of the few students who
accompanied Miss Katherine B. Childs,
head of the school, to Italy. There
among the countless beautiful frescoes
and paintings, she studied design, fig
To the tread of fifty
thunder of half
In
Florence and I'isa. and the Byzantine
saints from S*an Marco. Venice,—fig-
ures turned into gorgeous patterns in
deep tone of green and blue. In Italy,
Miss Litchfield became much inter-
ested in the early mediaeval work
done in gold leaf and tempera (colors
of oil or water). She has made
copies of primitive madonnas and
saints, in the original medium, laying
on the gold leaf as she was taught in
Italy, and producing charming me-
diaeval effects.
Miss Litchfield next studied at the
London Royal College of Arts at South
Kensington, a government school with
hundreds of students in the decorative
arts. She also worked in London with
Paul Nash, one of the greatest modern
masters in landscape design. With him
she studied landscape, with emphasis
on form and movement, and rhythm of
shapes and surfaces; for example, in
a view of Kew Gardens, the water
color shows the flatness of the paths
and the gently sloping ground, out of
seem to stretch their branches up-
The crafts next attracted Miss
Litchfield, and in the exhibition are
several fine examples of her craft
work. She has used her study of
landscape as a basis of designs which
are adapted for enamel, lacquer, and
even embroidery. An example of this,
of which she is especially proud, is
her use of the Tower of London. Two
sketches of the Tower from different
angles were first made; and Miss
Litchfield then worked out a design
based upon the forms suggested by
the sketches. From this she made a
small plaque in champleve enamel, in
brilliant color with the brass ground
showing as part of the design.
Other interesting experiments feat-
landscape in petitpoint embroidery;
an English lacquer panel of a quaint
village; Japanese lacquer in black,
gold and colors, and a Japanese
lacquer box In Vermillion, with black
and gold desigL suggested by the story
and in Italian Gesso; cloisonne
plaques; landscape designs done in
tempera, and some done fn soft pastel
colors with milk as a medium.
Miss Litchfield seems to concentrate
largely on design, sacrificing resem-
blance to the object for effect of the
whole and to call forth the desired
reaction in the senses of the observer.
Her use of color is at all times sug-
gestive^ rather than descriptive.
Rhythm is another factor of which
Miss Litchfield's painting is character-
istic. One feels a conscious attempt to
represent distinct and varied rhythms
by experimental devices. It is this
element of experiment that pervades
Miss Litchfield's work. The exhibition
is remarkable for the variety of media
and technique used. However, even
tlKHl^Hl'l 1't'l'l
beautiful plain of Iran, which is not
frozen for a few months of the year.
The people are shown hunting wild
goats for food and eating coarse, un-
eavened bread. Mothers carry their
lahies in heavy wooden packs that are
trapped to their backs while they
nidge patiently along in clumsy.
Al.irl,
Harassed by the stinging blasts now
swept to their deaths by the torrents
of glacial streams and clinging like
flies to the icy mountainside the little
army struggled ever onward to the
land of grass. Twice a year these
forty-eight day migrations occur, and
during this time these people
the Bakhtyarl, scarcely eat or sleep.
For them it is the grim fight for life,






On some rainy day, you will tur
down your hat and thank God
for John Hancock.
Christmas anu personal (greeting QJarbs
ACCEPTABLE GIFTS THAT ARE INDIVIDUAL
Our Imported Stationary with Cut Out Dies—Hand Made Roy-
croft Copper anil I'.ra^ I int. - Imp' >r:ol I.im-ns from Italy and China
—
A dainty Tea Set from Czechoslovakia—Hand Tooled Leather Bridge
Set- Portfolios— K^qui.iu Pieces of Stueben Ghtss in the Newest
Shade Grenadine, (...halt Blue ami Pom Green. Perfumes and fas-
THE GIFT SHOP CHARMING
Mary G. Morri.on, Owner
Elizabeth Ellsworth
of 2 Newbury Street, Boston
has re-opened
The Little French Shop
in the
Wellesley Arcade
Everything is a bit of France.
From the latest novelties




scarfs, etc.) to the embroid-
eries and pottery from quaint
Bretagne and Normandy.















id blown up to make floats
>me of the animals and the
! children are enabled to
aters. In addition to these
ivpi uiliiriinii i>i conditions that still
;ist today. Three Americans trav-
ed the thousands of miles necessary
igration with them, enduring the act-
il hardships in order that they might,
ing back a film true in every detail.
> the picture Grass is owed to the ad-
Mator, sailor and writer, of Ernest
Schoedsack. a noted screen photog-
• on his last voyage, and of Mar-
ti- Harrison, author and traveler,
ily white woman poitravnl in the
Wellesley audiences this film
d a further innovation. Although
have been a few special movio
such as reels of industrial processes
is the first really commercial film
npanied, be it noted on the side.
by Pathe" News, that has invaded Alum-
le Hall so far. It proved an inter-
ting and profitable experiment,—one
which to all appearance was enjoyed















One of the Three Graces
IT isn't hard to become an accomplished skater if you
use the best skates. So why not adopt skating as your
daily exercise this winter. It makes you keen and peppy.
See Alfred's famous tubular skate and shoe outfits at your
best dealer. You'll aeree they're the finest skates made—
the choice of 95% of the champions. Improved racing
and hockey models.
ALFRED JOHNSON SKATE CO., CHICAGO
n<gn COM©
Champion of the World
ForBeginners-ALFRED'S FLASH-LowerPHc«d
eg TLhe Blue 2)ragon 3|Ejf
60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
11.00 A.M. to 7.30 P.M. Sunday. SJO to 7.30 P.M.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
MISS MICHI KAWAI SPEAKS OF
V. W. C. A. WORK IN JAPAN
On Monday evening at 7:15 the Cos-
mopoitao Club and Christian Associa-
tion held a joint meeting at Agora.
Miss Michi Kawai of Japan, the speak-
program assuni - <|lll e properly a
Christian backer ound or society if not
In Japan the
background has yet t o be created so
that the whole emphasis is on the
more evangclica side Illustrative of
mer conferences
which arc held each year, where col-




individually bet veen themselves and
ALUMNAE NOTES
E.NUAtiEl)
Gerard S. Blythe. Stevens Institute of
Technology '21.
MAHIilEI)
'22 Florence Jeup to Mr. Wilbur
E. Ford. Address: 5S So. Comstock
St., Wabash, Ind.
BOKK
'is To .Mildred Lauder Coombs, a
daughter, Nancy, April 16, 1925.
Ill Ell
'20 Spaulding Thorpe, infant son
of Elizabeth .Spantdillg' Thorpe, August
END OF SUCCESSFUL TOUR OF
MRS. M. W. POTTER IS IN SIGHT
Warren Potter, '07, president of the
sight, as word comes of meetings with
Wellesley Clubs on the Pacific coast.
The West has given her a tre-
mendous welcome and she has done
valiant service not only for the alum-
nae but for Wellesley by speaking be-
fore clubs and schools and leagues
and as Seattle phrased it, "putting
Wellesley on the map out here."
Mrs. Potter has already met with
sixteen Wellesley Clubs and on the
kers and interest are needed,
that the organization so far
npHslied a remarkable amount.
deal from the work of the
here to provide recreation for girls,
worked hard all day. However, this
and with an appeal to Americans not
In discourage young Japanese stu-
dents from pursuing Christianity by





with Squirrel collar, cuffs and p.











NOTED GERMAN STATESMAN AND
AUTHOR TO VISIT WELLESLEY
Dr. Ernest Jockh of Berlin, distin-
guished German statesman and writer,
will lecture at Wellesley at 4:40 P.M..
December 4, in Billings Hall, under the
History and the Wellesley Cosmopoli-
tan Club, Dr. Jockh is the founder
and President of the Institute of Po-
litical Sciences, Berlin, Vice-president
of the German League of Nations
Union, and member of the Federal
Economic Council. He was a member
of the German delegations at Ver-
sailles, Genoa, and Locarno, and also
at Geneva when Germany was received
into the League. He is the author of
various books; among them The New
Germany, recently published by the
Oxford University Press.








We specialize in School
and College work. Our
many years experience in
handling this class of
work makes it possible













You Can Depend On
OUR SERVICE







70% discount on all
Corsets and Bandeaux
Beautiful quality Rayon Vest, 95c
and Bloomers to match, 1.95
Orchid—Peach—Flesh—Sand
White
Chiffon Hosiery in all Shades
Ivy Corset Shop
22 Grove St. Wellesley 0380-W
Keeping Fit
and
''W Keeping You Fitted
_$
.
^ -I Keeping fit is quite up
** to you. But keeping
you fitted, whether it's
for pajamas, rouge,
coats, or frocks, is quite
up to us.
That's why the smartest
Misses one sees on campus, boulevard, at tea
or the matinee owe their chic to
Jordan Marsh Company
Rosmyth Candies
Mad. Fre.h Daily in On
38 CENTRAL ST., WELLESLEY
CERULEAN BLUE—
Stuart at Dartmouth St.
A place of distinction.
Unusually delicious food.
Decidedly different menus.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS
Fur Coat Parade
swings across the Qampus!
<£
$275 c
UT if you want your sport
Fur to have a touch of indi'
viduality in cut and trimming,
choose a Gunther model! In
the cut of a cuff, the slant of
a pocket, the choice of a cTm-
trastmg fur, they reveal their
distinction. And the furs em'






FURRIERS FOR MORE THAN A CENTURY
